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FOREWORD
Welcome to this Learning Resource for VISUAL ARTS.

This Learning Resource was developed by experts from the National Commission 
for Culture and the Arts as a reference to aid you in developing rich, meaningful, and 
empowering learning in the creative fields. Every effort has been exerted to produce 
a Self-Learning Learning Resource that incorporates the most fundamental elements 
and principles of each discipline, while providing a spiraled, scaffolded, and multi-sen-
sory approach to allow you to explore your innate creativity while building discipline 
and rigor in your chosen discipline.

Each lecture, activity, or reflection here is designed to be meaningful. Each one de-
signed to build from the previous one, and each one with the objective of building up 
for the next skill or competence. We hope that you will find these activities challenging 
but empowering, and that your potential as a Filipino artist and Creative is further en-
hanced and inspired.

These Learning Resources take into consideration the various limitations and chal-
lenges brought about by the current situation, and provides you with the flexibility 
to manage content and pace to your individual needs while maintaining standards 
for creativity, embodying 21st Century skills, and aspiring towards artistic excellence. 
Beyond compilations of dry information, these Learning Resources seek to develop 
Higher Order Thinking Skills of Analysis, Evaluation, and Creation.

If you are planning to use this Resource as a facilitator or teacher, you are expected 
to guide and orient your learners in the proper and efficient use of this Learning Re-
source. Most, if not all activities, will entail exploration, investigation, and experimenta-
tion, as such it is imperative that you, as the facilitator, establish the guidelines which 
will allow your students to be creative but within responsible, safe, and academical-
ly-sound limits. Your guidance and mentorship is expected and encouraged through-
out the learning process.

We look forward to your journey as an artist, MABUHAY!
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Content Standards
Demonstrates understanding 
of tools, sources and tech-
niques in traditional artifacts 
production and its signifi-
cance in the local culture.

Performance Standards
Creates 2D and 3D artworks/
items or replica of artifacts 
like clay modeling, wire 
sculptures, pottery and wood 
sculptures that are meaning-
ful and functional, using var-
ied colors.

MELC The learner:
recognizes the different traditional artifacts.
identifies the functions and meanings of each of the traditional artifacts. 
determines the tools and techniques needed in production of replicas of 
artifacts.
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Hello Learner! 

Do you remember having fun moments like this with your classmates?  Well, we would 
have wanted to meet with you in a regular classroom to work together in this exciting 
endeavor of honing your talents and building your knowledge in the visual arts.

However, because of the current crisis, you will be studying through these module 
instead. 

This does not mean that you will be learning less about the fascinating world of the 
visual arts. Self-learning has its own merits and will develop skills that you may not 
learn so much about in regular classrooms. This may also improve your reading skills 
and develop self-discipline!

This material is designed to help you make artworks, read, reflect and do your own 
research at the same time. Read the instructions slowly and carefully. And don’t hesi-
tate to ask your parents or siblings or any person within your home for help if there are 
things here   that you find hard to understand. You can contact me, your teacher, for 
any advice or guidance through mobile  number _______________.

Also, remember to keep all your artworks and notes. You might be asked to send them 
to your school so that we can see them and give you feedback. When we can safely 
meet again in person, we will mount a fascinating exhibition for everyone to see and 
enjoy!

So, happy learning and hope to see your work soon!



How to Use this Module
You will be using this module in the next eight weeks – or the equivalent of one quar-
ter of the present school year. This module contains several lessons for Grade 7 that 
will help you understand and develop skills related to Art Production in Drawing and 
Sketching.

We wrote our suggestions on the amount of time you should spend with each lesson. 
But you can spend as much time on each lesson as you want – just make sure you 
complete all the lessons before the end of the quarter. 

To make your learning experience easier, we think you should know about how each 
lesson goes. You will be guided through the lessons with a combination of activities, 
readings, projects and reflections.

1. ACTIVITIES
An activity will serve as an INTRODUCTION to a subject matter or a skill that you will 
be learning, or sometimes it is a REVIEW of things that you have learned in the pre-
vious school years. 

You will be writing your answers to most of these activities in this module or in your 
VISUAL ARTS JOURNAL. But for other activities, you may have to find your own ma-
terials.

2. REFLECTIONS
To help you REFLECT on lessons and projects, you will be asked to share your 
thoughts and feelings in your VISUAL ARTS JOURNAL. 

Your VISUAL ARTS JOURNAL can be a regular notebook, a sketch-
book, or loose sheets of paper. Just be sure to keep these and put 
the dates of your writings. Just like a regular journal. 

You can choose your own style of writing in your journal. It can 
be formal or informal. You can even make drawings about 
your thoughts and feelings. Or even paste images you cut out 
from old newspapers and magazines.

Don’t worry about what you write in your 
journal – there are no correct or wrong 
entries here. Just write as honestly as 
you can. The purpose of the journal is 
for you to explore your thoughts and 
feelings as you go through the lessons.

After writing in your journal, you are en-
couraged to discuss your lessons with 
your parent, a sibling, a friend, or some-
one you feel sharing your thoughts with.



3. READINGS
You may also be asked to READ an essay or two that will tell you about things that are 
related to your activity. Read them slowly and try to understand them very well. You 
might also be provided guide questions to help you reflect on the lessons. These will 
help you remember and understand better what you just read. Write your answers and 
reactions to these questions in your VISUAL ARTS JOURNAL.  

4. PROJECTS
You will be asked to make a PROJECT that will give you a chance to apply the lessons 
and skills that you have earlier learned. 

Make sure to keep all your projects and document them by taking photos. At the end 
of the quarter, you will be asked to send these to school so that we can see them and 
give feedback to help you learn better.
                             

That’s it! You’re ready to go!



Choose the letter of the best answer. Write it on your Visual Arts Journal. 

1. 
 a. rhythm b. proportion c. balance d. dominance
2.  
 a. rhythm b. proportion c. unity d. balance
3.  
 a. rhythm b. proportion c. balance d. dominance
4.  
 a. rhythm b. proportion c. unity d. balance
5.  
 a. rhythm b. proportion c. balance d. dominance
6.  

 a. contrast b. central axis c. outline d. motif
7.  
 a. sub-dominant b. motif c. foal point d. isolation
8.  
 a. contrast b. central axis c. outline d. motif
9. 

 a. random b. alternate c. flowing d. regular
10. 

 a. informal b. formal c. radial d. contrast

What principle measures the visual weight of the elements in a composition? 

What principle is concerned with repetition of elements on a space? 

What principle is concerned with the size relationship of parts? 

What principle is concerned with the wholeness or oneness of a composition? 

What principle draws or attracts attention to the viewer? 

What do you call a line where we determine the point of balance in a compo-
sition? 

What do you call the part of the composition that attracts attention? 

What do you call a unit that is repeated in a pattern? 

What rhythm repeats the motif similar in size or length with equal amounts of 
spaces between?

What kind of balance occurs when forces or elements of a design come out 
from a central point?

DAY 1 

ACTIVITY 1: A Review of the Principles of Art

WEEK 1 
DAY 1 – ACTIVITY: A Review of the Principles of Art; 
    ACTIVITY: Identify the Artifacts
DAY 2 and DAY 3 – READING: Traditional Arts in the Philippines: Prominent  
             Features of Philippine Pre-Colonial Art
DAY 4 – PROJECT: Draw An Artifact
DAY 5: REFLECTION: Write about the week’s lessons in your VISUAL ARTS  
          JOURNAL



ACTIVITY 2: Identify the Artifacts

Identify the artifacts illustrated below. Write your answers on your Visual Arts Journal.

Write about the activities in your VISUAL ARTS JOURNAL. 

Guide questions:
1. Which artifact did you like best? Why?
2. Identify and describe a traditional art form being practiced in your community?

REFLECTION:



DAY 2 and DAY 3 

READING: Traditional Arts in the Philippines: 
Prominent Features of Philippine Pre-Colonial 
Art
What we call traditional arts are those art forms that were developed by our ancestors 
before the colonization of our country and are still being created today. 

In the first quarter, you had an introduction to the different pre-colonial arts, such as 
weaving, hardstone carving, metal work, wood work, and tattooing. 

For this quarter, you will learn to identify  artifacts, their functions and meanings, and 
how they are made. 

To guide you in your study of traditional Filipino art forms, it will be of help to know that 
these artforms share the following characteristics:

1. Functional - The art piece serves a practical purpose in the lives of early Fili-
pinos, from the activities of each individual to the shared practices of the community. 
The objects help people in everyday living.

2. Craft oriented - Our ancestors have a high regard for craft. The objects found 
in the different regions of the country show that crafts persons demonstrated mastery 
in the use of the materials.

3. Stylized  - We can identify sophisticated design in traditional artifacts. The crafts-
people are not only concerned with making objects that are functional. They are also 
skilled in the design aspect of the objects they make. Common designs pay tribute to 
their immediate environment and show their respect for nature, using organic forms i.

4. Spiritual - The artifacts made by our ancestors are also evidence of their spiritu-
ality. The celebration of nature, as well as the performance of rituals accompanying the 
creation and use of the objects, suggest that traditions are connected to their spiritual 
beliefs.

5. Community based – The art of our ancestors involve certain processes of 
members of the community, whether the craftspeople create the objects guided by 
rituals, or guided for the use of a member of the community, the artist considers the 



impact of the artifact to everyone around him.

Materials:
 Pencil and eraser
 Pen and ink Tech pen
 A4 size paper

DAY 4

PROJECT: Draw an Artifact

Get your VISUAL ARTS JOURNAL and write down your thoughts about the lesson. 
Describe the traditional artifact that you have drawn.

DAY 5

REFLECTION:

Instructions:
1. Draw an artifact that shows the prominent qualities of Philippine Traditional Art.



Gold Craft
Our forefathers were highly skilled in crafting gold. The craftsmanship in Filipino gold 
artifacts is so fine that one can say the craftsmen has achieved perfection. The high 
level of craftsmanship can be seen especially in artifacts from around the 10th cen-

WEEK 2 
DAY 1 – ACTIVITY: Identify the Traditional Weavings of Our Country
DAY 2  and DAY 3 – READING: Weaving Tradition; 
     ACTIVITY: Check your Understanding
DAY 4 – PROJECT: Weave a Container
DAY 5: REFLECTION: Write about the week’s lessons in your VISUAL ARTS  
          JOURNAL

DAY 1

ACTIVITY 3: Identify the Traditional Weavings 
of Our Country

REFLECTION:



Students visit Baguio weavers and watch them use traditional looms. 
(Photo by Bhojeck Sibal)

DAY 2  and DAY 3

READING: Weaving Tradition  (part 1)
Our ancestors wove fabrics to make clothes to protect their bodies against the ele-
ments. They also used woven fabrics to make food containers. The art of weaving 
is still being practiced in different parts of the country today, and various indigenous 
groups have developed recognizable qualities in their designs.

What is weaving?

Weaving is the process of creating a surface using two sets of thread-like material 
that interweave at right angles. The vertical set of thread-like material is called the 
warp, and the horizontal set of thread-like material is the weft. The interweaving of the 
warp and weft is called the weave. Weaving is done by using a loom, a mechanism 
that sets the warp material in place while the weft material is woven through them. Two 
of the most common types of looms used in traditional textile weaving are the back 
strap loom and the pedal loom.



Woven cloth can be plain or decorative. Textiles or fabrics can be made using any of 
the three basic weaves: the plain weave, satin weave and the twill weave. 

Plain weave, also known as the tabby weave, is 
the simplest type of weaving.  This is done by 
passing each warp thread over and under  the 
weft thread, alternating each row,  producing a lot 
of intersections. Plain-weave textiles without any 
design will have the same quality on both sides. 
The woven output will not untangle quickly but 
might be more prone to wrinkling compared with 
the other weaves.

 

Satin weave refers to the weave of a fabric and not 
the material. It is created by using a minimum of 
four weft threads “floating” over one warp thread, 
and four warp threads “floating” over one weft 
thread. “Satin” is usually a warp-faced weaving 
technique in which warp yarns "float" over weft 
yarns, although there are also weft-faced satins. 

Floats are missed interweaving, for example 
where the warp yarn lies on top of the weft in a 
warp-faced satin. The light reflecting is not scat-
tered as much by the fibers because of these 
unlike the other weaves. The surface is usually 
glossy while the back is dull. 

  

Twill weave is made by passing the weft thread 
over one or more warp threads then under two 
or more warp threads and so on, with a "step," or 
offset, between rows to create the characteristic 
diagonal pattern. Because of this structure, twill 
generally drapes well. In regular twill, the diago-
nal pattern has regular repetition is created, and 
may run upward from left to right at a 45° angle. 



Pinilian Weave photo by Franz Sorilla 
May 2017

Textiles from the Regions
The Philippines is known for having a rich tradition in the art of weaving. This is shown 
by  the variety of designs and patterns created in the different regions of the country. 
Weaving textiles from different regions includes an intricate process of preparation of 
fibers before  the weaving process. Cotton, abaca, banana fiber, grass, and palm fiber 
are  prepared in the creation of each cloth. There are many types of weaving in the 
Philippines. Study the different designs  from the different regions.

Weavings from north of the Philippines
The Ilocos Region is known for their hand-weaving tradition using cotton or kapas as 
material. Look at some of their numerous designs/patterns.

Pinilian is a cotton cloth woven with the use 
of a pedal loom which they call pangablan. 
The weaver uses sticks inserted on partic-
ular warp threads to create floating designs 
on the threads. There are two variations of 
the pinilian: those made using the scattered 
and the continuous supplementary weft tech-
niques.
 
Abel or inabel, or abel Iloco, are terms used 
to mean  “woven cloth” in Ilocano. The weav-
ers of the abel also use kapas or cotton to 
create many designs and patterns using the 
same traditional wooden pedal frame looms 
or pangablan.

Binakul, also known as binakel, binakael, or 
binakol, means “twill” in Ilocano. This fabric is 
made by using a double-toned basket weave, 
a textile pattern handwoven on a small scale. 
The Binakul is a variation of the abel. 

The binakul is identified through the uniform, 
interlocking geometric patterns that produc-
es psychedelic optical illusions employing 
design principles of rhythm and movement. 
The recurrence of motifs creates a rhythm of 
alternation and progression that results in an 
optical illusion on a two-dimensional surface. 

The binakul is traditionally used as blankets. 
The optical illusions are representations of 
waves of the sea. For the indigenous peo-
ples of the Cordilleras, the dizzying pattern 
of the textile is believed to protect the wearer 
from evil spirits. 



The binulan or wanno is a loincloth made 
by the Ifugao tribe of the Cordillera. It is 
used to create the bahag and ampuyo (ta-
pis, or wraparound skirt). This Ifugao fab-
ric is known for its colors and striking de-
sign patterns. It is made using the process 
called ikat and is woven in the Ifugao loom 
called abla’n.

Ikat is a kind of weaving technique which 
includes a tedious process of resist-dye-
ing of threads before weaving a pattern or 
design. It is known for its color dyes that 
are obtained from natural sources, such as 
leaves and soil from riverbanks that pro-
duce green and yellow colors.
 

Traditional patterns are usually based on 
nature and local beliefs. For example, the 
pattern that represents the bayawak or 
monitor lizard is based on the local myth 
that a god came down to earth, took the 
form of a giant lizard, and taught the peo-
ple water irrigation. Another example is the 
python symbol inspired by the legend of 
a god who took the form of a serpent to 
guard the boundaries of  Ifugao territory. 
The symbol of the star, on the other hand, 
is a representation of prosperity, unity, and 
fertility. 

Ga’mong is a regal blanket of the Ifugao, 
having red and black linings for borders, 
and two central pieces spun in black and 
white, with varying symbols woven in be-
tween. It is a funerary blanket used to wrap 
the deceased. It is of high value and a 
sought-after blanket by the relatives of the 
deceased. 



BONTOC WEAVE
Siniwsiwan is a textile found in Bontoc, Mountain Province, used for men’s bahag 
or G-string and getup or lufid  or wrap-around skirts for women. Married women of 
Bontoc and Kankanaey wear a ginaspala wanes, which is a belt-like  textile having a 
continuous zigzag pattern called inawin.

The weaving process begins at the langkit (sides) then proceeds to the side panels or 
pa-ikid, creating simple designs they call fatawil or warp bands. This continues with 
sinamaki weaving where the tinagtakho (human figure), minatmata (diamond), and ti-
nitiko (zigzag) designs are integrated. The last is to be woven is the center, pa-khawa, 
which features the kan-ay (supplementary weft). 

Bontoc weaving is based on the value of centeredness in the life of the Bontoc people. 
This is manifested by the direction of their weave, moving from the side to the center, 
creating a symmetrical composition of the fabric and the repeated warp-striped design. 

The motifs of the Bontoc weave includes geometric shapes representing man, lizard, 
rain, and flower, and employs the principles of balance and symmetry. Bontoc weav-
ers also prepare the threads using the ikat before weaving the fabric, the tedious and 
delicate process of tying and dyeing abaca fibers. 

Photo from the internet



Kalinga Textiles 
In the province of Kalinga in the mountains of the Cordilleras, people weave stories 
in their textile. Kalinga textiles are characterized by the traditional color combinations 
often dominated by bands of fiery red with black stripes, and the use of beads. Their 
textiles are woven exclusively by women using backstrap looms.
 
Kain or tapis is a wrap-around skirt embellished with embroidery, beads and mother-
of-pearl shells. Shells are imported novelty for mountain communities  like the Kalinga. 
The shells are attached to the fabric so that it moves and reflect light. This adds a dy-
namic element to the overall design of the skirt.

 Kalinga textiles are filled with geometric motifs that have a cultural significance in the 
life of the Kalinga community. Colors ave meanings in Kalinga weaving symbolism. 
The colorful textiles are characterized by dominant thick red lines and stripes, with 
specks of black, white, yellow, or green. The patterns have names and meanings.

Silugwid is the geometric pattern of connected triangles or the horizontal zigzag pat-
tern which represents the mountainous landscape of the Kalinga tribe.

Silambitowon is the geometrical pattern of star and diamond shapes, creating insect 
patterns representing fertility symbols. The vertical lines represent sunrise,  a symbol 
for a new life and a feeling of stability

The sky is represented by the color indigo, the earth by red, and mountains by the em-
broidered yellow portion. Yellow also symbolizes wealth, growth, and fertility. The color 
combination of green and yellow indicates that the woven garment is for the living, and 
the absence of the said color means it is for the dead.

The colors, patterns, and symbols of ethnic weaving also show the social standing and 
economic status of the wearer. Bright colored garments and intricate designs are used 
only by members of the upper class, while simple designs are for those in the lower 
class. 



PIÑA Fabric
The Visayas region of the Philippines is also known for its weaving. The piña fabric is con-
sidered the finest textile indigenous to the Philippines. It is adored by many because of being 
lightweight but durable, with a smooth silk-like texture as its dominant characteristic. The 
fiber is extracted from the leaves of native Philippine Red Pineapples.

The extraction of the fibers from the piña leaves involves a very strenuous process. The 
weaver has to remove the outer skin of the piña leaf, uncovering the rough bastos fiber. Then 
a coconut shell is used to scrape the inner layer of the leaf to uncover the finer liniwan fiber. 
This stage of the process is called pagkigue. The harvested fibers go through the stage of 
paghugas and pagpisi. The process starts by washing the fibers or paghuhugas, after which 
they are subjected to beating and then hung to dry, before removing short fibers to be dis-
posed of. This part is called pagpisi. This process is repeated multiple times until the fibers 
are ready for the next stage which is called the pagpanug-ot. In the pagpanug-ot, the fibers 
are connected by knotting the ends seamlessly to create long strands and spun into spools 
called pagtalinuad. The actual weaving is called paghaboe. This tedious process of prepar-
ing the fiber of the piña fabric is the same process used to prepare abaca fiber.

Weavers from Aklan province use the pedal loom to make piña cloth. These fabrics are 
known for inlaid supplementary weft designs embroidered with floral or vegetal motifs. The 
fabrics they produce are treasured and are used in the creation of the Barong Tagalog, a 
long-sleeved formal shirt for men, the Baro’t Saya or blouse and skirt,  and women’s panuelo 
or neck scarf or shawl.

Piña fibers can also be combined with other materials such as abaca or banana leaf fiber to 
make a fabric called piña-jusi, or blended with silk, which produces the fabric piña seda for 
greater strength and durability.

Piña cloth can be ornamented using a traditional technique of hand-embroidery called cala-
do. Calado (or Callado) is a unique quality of local Barong Tagalog. Calado is also known as 
Burdang Lumban, where fibers are plucked from the textile then knitted together to create 
an assortment of open patterns. Calado uses texture to create an illusion of depth and elab-
orate ornamentation to the barong with specific patterns or design elements.



HABLON
Hablon is a multicolored tube cloth from 
Iloilo.  Hablon means “something woven.” 
The root word is habol, which means “to 
weave”. These textiles are handwoven by 
the Karay-a and Hiligaynon people and are 
used to make the panuelo and the wrap-
around skirt patadyong. The municipalities 
of Miagao and Oton are still the top produc-
ers of the hablon weave in the province.  In 
Indag-an, Miagao, Ilo-ilo, hablon weavers 
pass on their knowledge and skills in mak-
ing the traditional art to their daughters, 
producing the next generation of weavers.

  
T’NALAK
T’nalak is the traditional textile and sacred 
cloth woven by T’boli women of royal blood 
in communities around Lake Sebu, South 
Cotabato. Used to commemorate  birth, 
life, union in marriage and death , the t’nal-
ak expresses the unique identity of the 
T’boli. 
 
Referred to as “dream weavers,” the T’bo-
li women create numerous designs based 
on stories and local mythology. It is be-
lieved that Fu Dalu, the abaca guardian de-
ity, guides the t’nalak weavers by commu-
nicating the designs and patterns in their 
dreams.

It is easy to recognize a t’nalak as it tradi-
tionally has only three colors: black for the 
background, red for relief elements, and 
white for pattern. The creation of the t’nal-
ak starts with the harvesting of fibers from 
the abaca tree in preparation for the ke-
dungon, a process involving the use of two 
metal blades to extract pulp and expose its 
filaments, which are turned into fine thread 
by hand, and later combed to remove the 
sap. The fibers are later knotted from end to 
end by an artisan through a process called 
tembong. This is followed by the dyeing 
process called temogo, which is similar to 
the tedious ikat method employed in Kalin-



The Blaan Tabih is a reserve-dyed plain 
woven abaca fabric.

ga textile, using beeswax and natural pigments. The fibers are boiled in a black dye for 
several weeks before the mewel or the actual weaving using the backstrap loom called 
legogong. Creating a single t’nalak could take weeks of continuous weaving. Semaki 
is the glazing of the textile using a cowrie shell that underwent heating through friction. 
The fabric is later conditioned with nut oil to add sheen as the weaving concludes.

The T’nalak is used in rituals as an offering to the spirits. It is also used during festival 
celebrations and, occasionally, in royal wedding ceremonies. It may also be used a a 
blanket and for clothing, or to exchange for food and supplies as the T'bolis’ still prac-
tice a barter economy up to this day. 

In 1998, the “Dreamweaver” Lang Dulay (1928 – 2015) was conferred the Gawad sa 
Manlilikha ng Bayan for preserving the t’nalak tradition. She is known to be one of the 
best weavers. She established the Manlilikha ng Bayan Center workshop in her home-
town to keep the tradition of T'nalak weaving alive. She passed away in 2015 but five 
of her grandchildren continue the tradition of t’nalak weaving as they become the next 
generation of dreamweavers. 

TABIH
The Tboli’s t’nalak and Blaan people’s 
tabih fabric are noticeably similar because 
they share the same artistry, although the 
Blaan tabih uses more color in creating 
more complex designs. Blaan came from 
‘bla’, meaning pair or counterpart, and ‘an’ 
meaning possession. 

 Tabih is the handwoven cloth made by 
Blaan weavers. It also refers to the tradi-
tional tubular skirt for women and pants or 
short pants for men.It is also used to make 
vests and coats. Local plant species in the 
community are the source of colors for 
dyes used to create the different designs. 
Similar to the t’nalak, the tabih fabric takes 
up to one month to make, having to under-
go the same tedious process from start to 
finish. 

The preparation of the fibers is done col-
lectively by the community, while only mas-
ter weavers are in charge of the creation 
and design. Mabal is the Blaan term for the 
tradition of abaca weaving.  

 



Pis Syabit Weave
The pis syabit is the woven textile tapes-
try made from cotton or silk by the Tausug 
people of Sulu.  It is a symbol of the wear-
er’s rank in society. Woven by the Tausug 
women who mastered the creation of the 
square format of tapestry weaving, the em-
broidery of the pis syabit is multi-colored.

Syabit, which means ‘to hook’, describes 
the system of hooking the different colors 
of weft threads through the black warp 
threads. The pis syabit shows a lot of so-
phistication in its geometric design.

The Tausug wears the pis syabit for special occasions such as weddings. It is a sym-
bol of a colorful history and status, and is traditionally worn as a headdress, or as a 
clothing accessory draping over the left shoulder of Tausug men. Today, the pis syabit 
has become a fashion accessory for women, used as a shawl or neckerchief. It is also 
used as a design element in households. It can be used as a table cover, or as a wall 
ornament like frames and curtains, and can be tied around the hilt of the sword. 

Maranao Malong
The malong is a traditional fabric made by the Maranao and Maguindanao people from 
southern Philippines. It is a rectangular wrap-around tube-like garment, measuring at least 
165 x 165 cm. It is adorned by a variety of geometric or okir designs. The malong is a pop-
ular textile with a variety of uses and created by Mindanao weavers. 

You will see a lot of Malong used by numerous ethnic groups in parts of the Sulu Archi-
pelago, but malong weavers are usually found in mainland Mindanao. The malong is tra-
ditionally woven manually, with distinct patterns that are native to specific ethnic groups. 
However,  a lot of the malongs today are mass produced, with the use of machinesand 
with designs based on popular local patterns. 

The malong has many uses in daily life, from birth to death. It can be a skirt or a dress, a 
blanket or a bed sheet, a turban or Hijab, a prayer mat, and sometimes, even a “dress-
ing room.” You may see both male and female wearing this traditional fabric wrapped 



Plaid Design Maguindanao Malong

around their waist and flowing down the wearer’s feet. This is called katinambed for wom-
en and katampi for men. It may be worn chest-high and fixed snugly by tucking the ends, 
or held with belts made of pieces of cloth or braided material. It can also be used as a  sling 
over one shouldercalled kasinambir. 

The malong also serves an important role in formal ceremonies and festivals. This gar-
ment bears a variety of intricate geometric or okir designs that distinguishes the different 
ethnic groups. Okir designs include the potiok (bud), dapal or raon (leaf) pako (fern), pako 
rabong (growing fern), and katorai (flower). The use of the color yellow in a Maranao 
malong is exclusive to the royal family of the Sultanate.

There is a wide variety of traditional malongs. The two most distinct kinds are the malong 
landap and the malong andon. 

The malong landap features the langkit pat-
terns that run over horizontally and vertically 
across the fabric. The langkit is a design that 
features okir embroidery patterns that are 
created separately before being attached to 
the main textile. This kind of malong is often 
seen in yellow with red-violet langkit.
 
The malong andon has two major designs 
that occupy two halves of the fabric: the pako 
rabong and the patola. The pako rabong or 
fern motif is the curving leaf patterns woven 
with the use of a traditional weaving tech-
nique. The patola, or eight-pointed star, is 
designed on the textile using the ikat pro-
cess, showing symmetrical radial composi-
tions with curved and diagonal patterns with-
in a circular design.
 
Other kinds of malongs include the malong 
ampik, which features a basic checkered 
design; the malong bagadat with its simple 
stripes; and the malong inaul, which also 
uses checkered patterns but features bright-
er color contrasts and handwoven is with silk. 

These are just a few of the many textiles cre-
ated through traditional weaving in the Phil-
ippines. Try to look for weaving traditions in 
your locality or region. Find out how they are 
made and what materials are used to cre-
ate them. Are there similarities between the 
weaving traditions in your town and the ones 
mentioned here? Can you identify the weav-
ing technique used to create the textile? 

Malong Andon with the pako rabong motif.

Malong landap showing okir embroidery.



ACTIVITY: Check your Understanding
Choose the letter of the best answer. Write it on your Visual Arts Journal.

1.  What do you call the horizontal threads in weaving?
 a. left b. warp c. right d. weft
2.  What is the tool used in weaving textile?
 a. gloom b. broom c. loom d. groom
3. What do you call the vertical threads in weaving?
 a. left b. warp c. right d. weft
4. What kind of weave is made by passing each filling yarn over and under each warp  
    yarn, with each row alternating, producing a high number of intersections?
 a. Satin weave b. loom c. Twill weave d. Plain weave
5. What kind of weave is created by four or more fill or weft yarns floating over a warp  
    yarn, four warp yarns floating over a single weft yarn?
 a. Satin weave b. loom c. Twill weave d. Plain weave
6. What kind of weave is made by passing the weft thread over one or more warp  
    threads then under two or more warp threads and so on, with a “step,” or offset,  
    between rows to create the characteristic diagonal pattern?
 a. Satin weave b. loom c. Twill weave d. Plain weave
7. Which textile is the multi-colored woven cloth tapestry made from cotton or silk by  
    the Tausug of Sulu?
 a. Malong b. Pis Syabit c. T’nalak d. Tabih
8. Which textile is a rectangular wrap-around tube-like garment a traditionally made by  
    the Maranao and Maguindanao southern Philippines?
 a. Malong b. Pis Syabit c. T’nalak d. Tabih
9. Which textile has designs and patterns believed to be bestowed on to the weavers  
    through their dreams in a process that is enriched with taboo and ritual?
 a. Malong b. Pis Syabit c. T’nalak d. Tabih
10. Which textile is hand woven cloth made by the Blaan weavers, it also refers to the  
    traditional tubular skirt for women and pants or short trousers for men and is also  
    used for vests and coats?
 a. Malong b. Pis Syabit c. T’nalak d. Tabih



READING: Weaving Tradition  (part 2)
Here are other forms of weaving:

BANIG WEAVING 
A banig is a mat commonly used for sleeping and sitting. This weaving tradition is 
practiced all over the country, especially in Samar where the banig is most prized.  
Banig weaving is not dependent on a loom but on the weaver's hand-weaving skills. 
The weaving is done in shaded and cool places to keep the mats and their fibers 
durable. Fibers used vary from banana, grass, palm, and many others. Depending 
on the region in the Philippines, the mat is either made from buri (palm), pandan or 
sea grass leaves. The leaves used for the banig are dried, and some may be dyed 
and later cut into strips to be woven into mats. Designs may feature simple motifs or 
more complex patterns.
 
Basey mats are intricately designed mats made by the paraglara, the banig weavers 
from the town of Basey in Samar province. Banig weavers use tikog leaves, a special 
reed grass found in wetparts along rice fields, that are dyed in strong and contrast-
ing colors. The usual designs are yano (plain), sinamay (checkered) and bordado or 
pinahutan (embroidered). The paraglara weavers usually work inside a cave where 
they create the bordered designs representing flowers like the sampaguita, gumame-
la, rose, or orchids.



The Laminusa mat from Sulu is known for its  colorful and intricate geometric de-
sign. Laminusa means “happy island,” from the Indonesian words lami or happy, 
and nusa, island. Most houses in Laminusa island are adorned with colorful sleeping 
mats, locally known as baluy.

Laminusa mats have three distinct designs: the Magsaysay, a multi-colored square 
fabric believed to be originally called Sekoh or zigzag; Kinutabato, now known as 
Cotabato (province) design, which resembles the Cotabato malong; and the Tabanas 
design, which shows a detailed checkered pattern of white and warm intense colors. 

The sophisticated designs of the Laminusa mat  are formed in the weaver’s “creative 
imagination” and executed with patience, hard work, and perseverance. These mats 
are made from pandan leaves which are abundant on the island. The leaves are 
bleached under the sun, soaked for 12 hours in boiled water, then beaten repeatedly 
to become soft. These finely woven mats are used as flooring material to sleep or sit 
on, as well as for decorating walls.



ACTIVITY: Check Your Understanding  2
Choose the letter of the best answer. Write it in your Visual Arts Journal.
1. What is a mat commonly used for sleeping and sitting and relies on the weaver's  
    skill in hand-weaving? These are created in shaded and cool places to preserve  
    the integrity of their fibers.
 a. weft b. laminusa c. banig d. basey
2. What are intricately designed mats woven by the paraglara and made  of tikog leaves?
 a. weft b. laminusa c. banig d. basey
3. What is a mat made by weavers from Sulu, widely known in the for its most colorful  
    and intricate geometric design, and called “happy island”? 
 a. weft b. laminusa c. banig d. basey
4. What is a mat designmade of a detailed checkered pattern of white and warm      
    intense colors?
 a. Sekoh b. loom c. Tabanas d. Kinutabato 
5. What is a mat design originally called “zigzag” and is also a multicolored square?
 a. Sekoh b. loom c. Tabanas d. Kinutabato  

READING: Weaving Tradition  (part 3)
BASKET WEAVING
Basket weaving is another traditional art that showcases the Filipino’s creativity and 
craftsmanship. Baskets serve as a symbol of agricultural and cultural development. 
Basket weaving, basketry, or basket making is the process of weaving with plant mate-
rials, the most important of which include bamboo, rattan, abaca, nito, tikog, buri, pan-
dan, cotton cloth tassel, coconut leaves and sticks, palm leaves, beeswax, bark, and 
dyes. Combining different materials is also a common practice to achieve sturdy and 
creative designs. The Philippines is still considered a major basket-making country.



Basket weavers may also be referred to 
as basket makers. They create baskets 
to be used as containers or bags by farm-
ers during the harvest season. They also 
sometimes serve as a status symbol for 
women in different indigenous groups. The 
form, style and source of materials may 
dictate the functions of the baskets.

The materials used in creating baskets 
vary, depending on their availability in each 
location, as well as the purpose for which 
the basket will be used. If the basket is 
meant to contain heavy objects, materi-
als such as rattan and bamboo are used 
because of their durability and sturdiness. 
Pandan and buri leaves are used for bas-
kets that need to belightweight and flexible 
so it can be compressed or expanded.

The materials used in making baskets undergo a tedious process  of harvesting, dry-
ing, curing, and sometimes even dyeing. The different stages of the process were 
developed to make sure that materials will be of the best quality.

Baskets also vary in size depending on their uses and functions. In a study, Philippine 
Indigenous baskets were classified according to five different functions:
1. For storage of agricultural products, such as fruits and vegetables, beans and rice 
grains, as well as cooked rice and other products.
2. For carrying of crops and agricultural products, harvested fruits and vegetables 
transported from the field to the house, salt water and freshwater fishes, and even 
food prepared and brought to the field for meals. To carry tools such as the knife and 
bolo, and other equipment. Back pack and suitcase baskets are used for carrying 
clothes and personal items, necessities, or belongings.
3. As a container of liquids, such as water, wine and other liquor; for food, such as salt 
cured meat, fish, shellfish, snail and other preserved foods, poultry; fishing equipment; 
or for clothes and possessions.
4. For ritual use as a ceremonial object used for storage, or as a container and carry-
ing vessel.
5. For household use  as kitchen utensils such as plates, strainers, steamers, food 
trays and winnowing trays.

Samples of Baskets

The tupil is a basket made by the Tanulong and Fidelisan peoples of Northern Sagada, 
in Mountain Province near Bontoc. This basket has shoulder straps for carrying food 
like cooked rice out in the fields. Braided on a square base, it is round in the middle 
and square again at the top where the lid has dark smoky patina over the braided rib-
bing on the top edges. Large tupil baskets are made to carry large amounts of food for 
occasions like wedding celebrations. 



The takba, inabuntan, or pasiking, is a backpack basket with strong woven shoulder 
straps and covered by fiber over the top and back. It is commonly used by hunters and 
is also known as an Ifugao hunter's pack. These handwoven bags are used by Ifugao 
hunters when travelling away from home. The layered palm fibers on a flexible rattan 
shield serve as protective cover of the hunter's shoulders and keep the basket's con-
tents dry when exposed to rain. These baskets are made in Banaue, Ifugao Province.

The tampipi is a common type of basket used as a suitcase or chest. It is made of bam-
boo, rattan, or palm leaves. Household items can be kept in these baskets. Clothes 
and beddings are stored in bigger tampipis to keep them dry. 

The Tingkop is a traditional basket from Palawan province and is considered one ex-
ample of the unique heritage art and craft produced in the mountains of the south, in 
the municipalities of Bataraza, Rizal, Quezon, and Brookespoint. This type of contain-
er is made from soft woven strips of buldong, binsag and busnig varieties of bamboo, 
held together by a rattan frame which gives it shape and provides structure. Tingkop 
baskets are made using natural hard-strip bamboo, blackened using natural black pig-
ments on the outside surface to make the designs stand out. The center of the cone 
has bamboo strips that bend slightly, creating even holes for the screen. The tapering 
effect is achieved through a close weaving of the bamboo strips towards the top.

 

Tupil       Takba    Tampipi

Tingkop Image Source: alamy stock photo



Bay-ong 

The bay-ong is a traditional bag made by the Hanunuo Mangyans. It is handcrafted  
and is made from buri (palm leaf). The art of Buri weaving is a traditional practice by 
the Hanunuo Mangyanswho create different pro ducts such as baskets, purses and 
pen holders. Its soft and fine strips called nito (vine) are laid over the woven buri to 
add colors.
  
The pakudos is a Mangyan design that is known for its harmonious composition and 
meticulous use of lines and spaces. This design, now a symbol representing the Ha-
nunuo Mangyans, was originally used to hold off evil spirits. It is also commonly seen 
on their bags, clothing and accessories. The bay-ong's distinct design and sturdy qual-
ity make it an ideal container. 

The Bagobo are known for their beadwork, which is seen in their basketry items such 
as this container. The beads are often crafted from seeds of the tropical plant called 
adlay.
  

These are just some of the numer-
ous weaving traditions in our country. 
Try to find out the weaving tradition 
in your locality. Learn how your are 
made and what materials from your 
region are used to make your textiles.

Bagobo weaving with beadwork.



ACTIVITY: Check Your Understanding 3 
Choose the letter of the best answer. Write it on your Visual Arts Journal.
1. Which basket is used as a suitcase or chest, made of bamboo, rattan, or palm leaves,   
    where household items can be secured?
 a. takba b. buri c. tampipi d. bay-ong
2. What is a type of Palawan traditional basket made from soft woven strips of     
    buldong, binsag and busnig varieties of bamboo?
 a. takba b. tingkop c. tampipi d. bay-ong
3. What can a basket be used for? 
 a. container b. storage c. ritual d. all mentioned
4. What design is commonly seen on Mangyan bags, clothing and accessories?
 a. tupil b. takba c. busnig d. pakudos
5. What basket is a hand-woven traditional bag of the Hanunuo Mangyans and is  
    made of buri?
 a. takba b. tingkop c. tampipi d. bay-ong
6. Which group of basket weavers are known for their beadwork?
 a. Mangyan b. Bagobo c. Ifugao d. Kalinga
7. Which is a material used for basket making?
 a. tupil b. takba c. tampipi d. tikog 
8. Which material is not used for basket making?
 a. tupil b. rattan c. abaca d. tikog 
9. What is a backpack basket with sturdy shoulder straps and fiber cover, and is usually  
    called an Ifugao hunter's pack?
 a. tampipi b. takba c. tingkop d. bay-ong
10. Which is a lunch basket with shoulder straps? It is used for carrying cooked rice  
      and food, and is made by the Tanulong and Fidelisan peoples of Northern Sagada.
 a. tupil b. takba c. busnig d. pakudos

DAY 4

PROJECT: Weave a Container

Let’s weave a container that looks like a 
tapayan or a burnay jar.
This activity will come in handy for your 
final project at the end this quarter. 

Materials:
12-inch bamboo sticks
plastic straw rope 
circular cardboard or plywood



Instructions:

1. Make holes that slant slightly outwards near the edge of the circular cardboard or  
    plywood base.
2. Place the sticks inside the holes firmly, making sure that the sticks are spreading  
    outwards at around 80◦ angle.
3. Once the sticks are firmly placed, weave the plastic straw around the sticks, starting  
    from the bottom.
4. Before the weaving reaches the top of the sticks, attach a few more sticks that are  
    curved to simulate the “shoulder” of the pot, making a hole around 12 inches in  
    diameter using rounded sticks.
5. Continue weaving until you have covered the whole structure.
6. This will take a little time and effort so carefully weave a tapayan-like form.

Take a photograph of your output. You will use this later on another project.  

DAY 5:

REFLECTION:
Write about the week’s lesson in your VISUAL ARTS JOURNAL.

Basket using alternative  or dis-
carded materials.

Model basket as reference. 



WEEK 3 
DAY 1 – ACTIVITY 4: Draw Traditional Accessories
DAY 2 – READING: Metal Works; ACTIVITY: Check Your Understanding
DAY 3 and DAY 4 – PROJECT : Tin Can Ornaments
DAY 5: REFLECTION: Write about the week’s lessons in your VISUAL ARTS  
          JOURNAL

DAY 1

ACTIVITY 4: Draw Traditional Accessories 
Draw accessories that are traditionally worn and used in daily activities on the space 
provided below. In the same box, write your thoughts on how these accessories are 
used in daily activities.



DAY 2

READING: METAL WORKS
Blade Arts
Early Filipinos have mastered the crafting 
of metal. This is shown by the finely crafted 
weapons and eye-catching ornaments that 
adorned people when the Castilian foreign-
ers first arrived. They saw golden necklac-
es, earrings, bracelets, and embellished 
sword hilts and scabbards. Our ancestors 
have been creating metal tools, weapons 
and other equipment as early as 500 BCE. 
These objects helped local communities 
develop.

The Spanish also learned that the Filipinos 
made their own bronze cannons and were 
small and portable. Large cannons with 
long barrels were typically made of iron. 
The bronze cannons bear a resemblance 
to a culverin, a relatively simple ancestor of 
the musket but with greater power. The 17-
feet long cannon at Raja Soliman’s house 
was made using release wax molds.

The most feared cannon was the famed 
lantaka, which is a cannon with a swivel. 
Compared with Spanish cannons, which 
are stationary, the lantaka is placed on a 
swivel and allows the cannoneer to follow 
a moving target. Moros using the lantaka 
proved troublesome for the Spaniards. Its 
most impressive form had two revolving 
barrels. The kuta or kota, also known as 
moog -- fortresses  built to defend commu-
nities -- were armed with the lantaka.

A famous metalsmith named Panday Pira made high-quality bladed weapons and 
cannons, as well as every day tools. He is a master of exceptional metal casting and 
his work lasted for hundreds of years in several parts of the country. The country’s 
metalcraft traditions produced swords made specifically for rituals and farming, while 
other types are used for combat.

The kampilan is the most famous sword in the country. It has a distinct shape with a 
spikelet sticking out near the point and has a very sharp blade. It has a unique pom-
mel depicting a mythical creature. It could be a bakunawa (dragon), buwaya (croco-
dile) or kalaw (hornbill).



The traditional kris or kampilan is one of the most excellent examples of metalwork 
found in the country. Traditional sword makers are known to have knowledge of astrol-
ogy, as they wait for well-timed conjunctions of planets before executing the complex 
stages in making a sword. After the forging, the weapon is handed over by the panday 
or metalsmith to the warrior in a mystical ceremony based on numerous supernatural 
beliefs.

The variations of the head-hunter axe 
aliwa.

The maingor is a Kalinga headhunter, a 
feared warrior who carried a long shield, 
a specialized spear and the fearsome 
wide-bladed axe called aliwa or gaman, 
which is used as a melee weapon and a 
tool for chopping the head of a wounded 
enemy. This weapon has a vicious stabbing 
pick at the opposite side of the axe blade. 
This is used to hold the head of the defeat-
ed and as a hook for climbing slopes. These 
axes are also used for chopping meat for 
food and wood cutting. Blacksmiths from 
the mountain regions melt iron with a du-
al-chambered bellows system before they 
hammer the iron in to form an axe head. 
After sharpening, the axe head is pinned 
to the grip with a carved wooden haft and 
wrapped with rattan.



 
Tinguian forge with a dual-chambered bellows system.

The Balarao (or balaraw), called the bayadau or badao by the Mandaya people, is 
known as the "winged dagger" used in headhunting raids.  This blade is shaped like 
a leaf and has a grip consisting of two projections resembling horns. It has no hand-
guards. The metal shank of the blade also extends to its rear. The balaraw is a symbol 
of stature among noblemen and fighters and is usually intricately-crafted with ivory, 
metals and horn.  It is similar to another excellent weapon known as the bararao.

   

Asian metalworks are known to have intricate and intriguing designs. The iron-tipped 
spears were used in hunting and warfare. Metalworks also include jewelry like neck-
pieces, anklets and bracelets. Each metal piece is etched with geometric motifs.



Gold Craft
Our forefathers were highly skilled in craft-
ing gold. The craftsmanship in Filipino gold 
artifacts is so fine that one can say the 
craftsmen has achieved perfection. The 
high level of craftsmanship can be seen 
especially in artifacts from around the 10th 
century CE in Butuan province. It’s hard 
to imagine how our ancestors achieved a 
high level of craftsmaship without the use 
of technology available  today.They were 
able to combine many pebble-like particles 
into one whole texture; it is hard to imagine 
how it was made. 

Filipinos have always treasured gold be-
cause of its malleability. Because gold 
doesn’t break easily, it can be shaped into 
many forms of jewelry, masks and other 
kinds of crafts. Artifacts made of gold and 
silver are considered to be prestigious ob-
jects and are precious in our traditions. 
The wide availability of gold in the country 
was a factor for the high level of craftsman-
ship,This also made the country a center 
for gold trade.

 You can beat the metal until it becomes 
a thin sheet, and when it is thin enough 
you can work on it and make designs from 
the bottom and top. Another technique is 
by making wires. You can beat a piece of 
gold until it becomes a thin wire then roll 
it against a big round-shaped stone until 
it becomes rounded. When you pull it, the 
gold becomes a thin wire. It is believed that 
because of its malleability, a gram of gold 
can produce a thin wire several kilometers 
long.

Another metalwork technique used in Filipino jewelry is called filigree. It is a combina-
tion of wire, filium and granum or grains. You can recognize this technique when you 
look at antique crafts and see wires and grains. These techniques can be combined 
to achieve a magnificent final product. These techniques are proven to be efficient -- 
since they are still being used today. 



A craft method used by metalsmiths from 
Pampanga begins with the creation of pat-
terns (passed on from generation to gen-
eration) onto wood planks, that will serve 
as molds. Metal sheets such as brass and 
silver are then beaten repeatedly on top of 
the mold, creating embossed designs on 
the metal sheet. The metal is then torched 
to reveal the intricate design. Silver plat-
ing is later applied, after which the metal 
is framed.

The T’boli and other highland groups in 
Mindanao practice a metal casting pro-
cess called the lost wax technique. In this 
process,  a wax model is created then en-
cased in a block of sand and soil, which is 
then fired to harden the mold. As it is heat-
ed, the wax object melts away, leaving a 
solid mold that can withstand molten met-
al replacing the lost wax. When the object 
cools down, the mold is destroyed and the 
metal is polished.

In the Maranao village of Tugaya, other methods of metal work are practiced and 
constantly refined as metalsmiths create brass vessels, betelnut boxes, kris swords, 
musical instruments like the kulintang and agung, as well as decorative objects like 
the sarimanok. All of these show the high level of traditional metalworking skills that 
survive today.

ACTIVITY: Check Your Understanding 4
Choose the letter of the best answer. Write your answers in your Visual Arts Journal.
1. What is considered as the most fearsome weapon that is placed on flexible swivels  
    that allowed the operator to follow a moving target?
 a. gaman b. kampilan c. lantaka,  d. balarao
2. Who is the famous metalsmith who made high-quality bladed weapons and cannons  
    and also everyday tools?
 a. Panday Flavio b. Panday Pira c. Panday Soliman d. Panday 
3. What do we call a sword that has a distinct shape with a spikelet sticking out near  
    the point, and a very sharp blade? 
 a. gaman b. kampilan c. lantaka,  d. balarao
4. What do we call a wide-bladed axe of the Kalinga used as a melee weapon and  
    head-chopping tool? It has a vicious stabbing pick at the opposite side of the axe  
    blade used to hold the head of the defeated and as a hook to climb slopes. It is   
    also used for chopping meat for food and wood cutting.
 a. gaman b. kampilan c. lantaka,  d. balarao



DAY 3 and DAY 4

PROJECT: Tin Can Ornaments
We can make a relief sculpture using ordinary metal objects like a soda can. 

Materials: 
soda can
heavy-duty scissors
wooden mallet or small hammer

Instructions:
1. Cut off the top and bottom part of the soda can.
2. Flatten the wall of the can. 
3. Draw a shape that can cover both eyes like a pair of glasses.
4. Cut the shape then use a hammer and a nail to create designs on the edges.
5. On a second piece of soda can, create a triangular shape. 
6. Cut it and create designs on it using the hammer and nail.
7. On the last piece create a shape that can cover your mouth.
8. Cut it and create designs on it using the hammer and nail.
You are now ready to assemble your death mask on a piece of board or wood.

5. What do we call a blade shaped like a leaf and has a grip consisting of two projections  
    resembling horns, and with no handguards?
 a. gaman b. kampilan c. lantaka,  d. balarao
6. What is the metalwork technique used in Filipino jewelry that is a combination of  
    wire, filium and granum or grains?
 a. beating b. filigree c. lost wax d. making wire
7. What is a metal-casting technique where a model is created, then encased in a  
    block of sand and soil, then fired to harden the mold that can withstand molten metal?
 a. beating b. filigree c. lost wax d. making wire
8. What metal is used in making vessels, betelnut boxes, kulintang and agung by the  
    panday of the Maranao?
 a. brass b. gold c. silver d. steel
9. What metal is used by the Pampanga metalsmiths? 
 a. brass b. gold c. silver d. steel
10. What metal is used because of its malleability, which allows it to be shaped into  
      many forms of jewelry, masks and other kinds of crafts?
 a. brass b. gold c. metal d. steel



1. 2. 3. 4.

DAY 5

REFLECTION:
Write about the week’s lesson in your VISUAL ARTS JOURNAL.

WEEK 4 
DAY 1: ACTIVITY: Kinds of Earthenware
DAY 2 : READING: Pottery; ACTIVITY: Check your Understanding
DAY 3 and DAY 4: PROJECT: Paper Clay Bowl
DAY 5: REFLECTION: Write about the week’s lessons in your VISUAL ARTS   
          JOURNAL

Day 1

ACTIVITY 5: Kinds of Earthenware
Identify the following earthenware:

DAY 2

READING: Pottery
Pottery is a traditional art practiced by our ancestors. It has become part of the differ-
ent cultures found in the Philippines. Communities have produced various vessels for 
daily use and ritual practices. 

Pottery found in different areas in the country show that Filipinos have been practicing 
the art some 3,500 years ago. Artifacts found in different regions were used in funerary 
offerings, burial, and ritual ceremonies. These artifacts prove that the structure and 
organization of society at that time was highly advanced, as pottery requires the use 
of complex technology.



Creating pottery involves the process of molding 
a clay mixture into a vessel, which is then fired at 
high temperatures to make the molded object hard 
and durable.Pottery can be categorized into three 
main groups: porcelain, stoneware and earthen-
ware. 

Porcelain is made by firing ceramic clay materials 
to temperatures between 1,200 °C (2,200 °F) and 
1,400 °C (2,600 °F). Reaching high temperatures 
in firing clay usually takes a long time and results 
in pottery that can be described as "completely 
vitrified” (or turned into glass), hard, nonporous 
(even before glazing), and translucent white (if it’s 
not thick). Porcelain has more strength and trans-
lucence compared with other types of pottery. It 
has usually been regarded as the most prestigious 
type of pottery for its delicacy, strength, and its 
white color. 

Stoneware  is also fired at a relatively high tem-
perature, between 1,100 °C (2,010 °F) to 1,300 °C 
(2,370 °F). Components like plastic fire clays, ball 
clays, quartz, feldspar and chamotte are used to 
create the material for stoneware. Stoneware is 
grey or brownish because of the materials used 
for the clay. Stoneware is also nonporous and 
hard enough to resist scratching by a steel point. 
It is more opaque than porcelain and can be vitre-
ous or semi-vitreous (glass-like) but can be glazed. 

Earthenware is normally fired below 1,200 °C 
(2,190 °F). The clay used for making earthenware 
is made of kaolin, ball clay, quartz and feldspar. 
After it is fired, earthenware is opaque and porous 
(absorbs liquid), softer than stoneware, and can 
be scratched with a pointed tool. Earthenware is 
often called terracotta because of its high iron ox-
ide content,which makes it orange or red when 
fired. The same type of clay used for earthenware 
is used for flower pots, tiles, some decorative pot-
tery, and oven ware. Earthenware can also be 
made non-porous by coating with glaze.  
Earthenware and stoneware pottery can be con-
sidered as ceramics that are made with local mate-
rials. All of the three types of pottery can be made 
unglazed  or decorated by adding glaze. Here are 
the seven stages of pottery making: 



ii

Seven Stages of Pottery

1. Dry Clay Stage
Some potters go out to dig for clay to feel more 
connected to the earth. Clay can have differ-
ent textures and colors, depending on where 
you find them. In the Dry Clay Stage, the potter 
dries the clay for storing and to prepare it for 
mixing. Dry clay usually contains quartz, tita-
nium, mica, kaolinite, iron, and other minerals. 
This is commonly called Ball Clay.
   
2. Slip Stage 
In the slip stage, water is added to the clay and 
mixed until it has the consistency of yogurt. 

3. Plastic Stage 
Before using the clay, you need to prepare it 
by kneading it, which is also known as wedg-
ing. Kneading clay properly will eliminate air 
bubbles and will make it easier to work with. 
Kneading will require the potter to throw down, 
press, and roll the clay many times. 

At this stage, the clay becomes malleable (flex-
ible). You can now create a form on a potter’s 
wheel or by hand, by pinching, coiling or creat-
ing slab. After this stage, the molding is over. 
You will not be able to roll and mold the clay 
again. Otherwise, it will crack.
      
 
4. Leather Hard Stage 
The leather hard stage is when the clay is no 
longer tacky and it’s hard enough to be han-
dled without misshaping the form. The clay is 
called leather hard because it has the feel of 
soft leather.

There are many things you can do when your 
clay at this stage. You can attaching handles 
and other parts to it. You can trim a foot (make 
a base for your pottery to stand on), or trim off 
any extra clay.

   



5. Bone Dry Stage 
The bone dry stage is when you let the moisture 
out of the clay by leaving it to dry in a space like 
a shelf. When it’s dry enough it will be ready 
for bisque fire. This process can take at least a 
week or even longer, depending on the climate 
in your area. 

6. Bisque Stage 
The bisque stage is the first time you fire a clay 
to make it harder, using a kiln powered by gas 
or electricity or through pit-fire. The surface re-
mains porous and can absorb the application 
of a glaze.

 

7. Glaze Stage 
In the glaze stage, a layer or coat of a substance 
is melted on the surface of a bisque-fired clay. 
The glaze vitrifies (turns into glass and makes it 
non-porous) the earthenware vessels, making 
the surface  sturdier and able to contain liquids. 
Different glaze substances also create different 
colors and patterns.

A glaze enhances the design or gives texture 
to pottery.  Glazes have a variety of surface 
finishes, including degrees of glossy or matte 
finishes, and different colors. 
You can apply glaze by dipping, spraying, 
brushing, or a combination of all three meth-
ods. 

Firing earthenware or stoneware for glazing 
can be done using gas or electric kilns, or 
through pit-firing, using a variety of wood to 
achieve high temperatures.

    
Students preparing bisque-fired stoneware for 
glazing inside the pit. Students keeping the fire 
burning over the pit.



 
Most of the pottery found in the Philip-
pines from pre-colonial times is com-
prised of earthenware. The introduction 
of porcelain came with the arrival of Chi-
nese traders. Popular examples of pot-
tery in the country include the palayok 
and the tapayan. Creating earthenware 
is a tradition continuously practiced by 
potters from different regions in the coun-
try because of the availability of clay in 
the communities, and the knowledge of 
different pottery-making techniques and 
designs. 

Jeremy Dharmasena with his glazed 
stoneware, 2008.

A palayok is a clay pot used as a tradition-
al food preparation container in the Phil-
ippines. Palayok is a Tagalog word. In 
other parts of the country, especially in 
the Visayas, it is called a kulon, Smaller 
pots are referred to as anglit. 

The palayok is an unglazed earthenware 
pot. Cooking in a palayok  takes longer 
and needs a higher temperature com-
pared with cooking with metal cookware. 
The porous quality of the palayok makes 
the steam from inside the pot evapo-
rate through its pores, completely cook-
ing the dish. Because it is porous, the pa-
layok should be cleaned by soaking it in 
warm water, to soften unwanted content 
before scrubbing,  .

Earthenware exhibit at the National Mu-
seum.



The tapayan is known throughout the country., 
You may also know it as the  tempayan, bal-
anga, belanga, banga, or as kalamba or an-
gang. These are large earthenware jars that 
function as a container for storing food, water 
and products for trading during sea voyages 
in pre-colonial times.. It can also be used for 
cooking, fermenting rice (tapai), vinegar or 
alcohol based drinks, and for the secondary 
burials. It Is also valued highly and can sold 
to become heirlooms. It has become a status 
symbol among various indigenous cultures in 
Southeast Asia.

Some tapayan jars have wide openings while 
others have smaller ones with tight lids to pre-
serve the quality of its contents—like prevent-
ing alcohol from evaporating. It typically has 
widely-curved shoulders and flat narrow bas-
es. Horizontal or vertical handles are some-
times added. Early samples of local tapay-
ans were unglazed. Glazes were added later  
for better storage of liquids. 

Iguig, Cagayan province is the pottery capital of Cagayan province. (Photo by PIA-2)

Families from Iguig town in Cagayan province continue to practice this artistic tradition 
handed down by ancestors of the Itawes tribe. Deriving income from pottery, villagers 
manually make plant pots, cooking ovens, pans, food and water jars, and building 
bricks, using locally-made tools and designs. Iguig pottery is fired in the potters’ back-
yards using rice straws. 



The burnay jar is an example of unglazed earthenware from Vigan, Ilocos Sur. These 
jars have small openings and are used for tea drinking, storage for water and rice 
grains, as well as a container for salt, brown sugar, basi (local wine) and bagoong 
(fermented fish). It is also used in the fermentation of vinegar from a sugar palm tree 
commonly known as kaong. Food and drinks are said to taste better when stored in a 
burnay jar.

The burnay jar is crafted on a potter’s wheel using clay available in Vigan. It is fired at 
a high temperature in a ground kiln made of bricks.  Fine sand is used as a tempering 
material to achieve the desired shape of the jar. Compared with terra cotta jars, burnay 
jars are believed to be more durable.

The kulon (palayok in Tagalog) is an earthenware clay pot made in Antique, a province 
known for pottery.  The kulon is used as a traditional food container. Its smallerversion 
is referred to as anglit. Potters who make the kulon are called manugdihon. They use 
wooden paddles to manually mold the clay.

Paglinas is the local term for kneading the clay to remove air pockets and small pieces 
of rock. 

Paghurma refers to the molding process where the clay is placed on a wooden paddle 
with two handles.  The potter used both sides to turn the clay and mold the desired 
shape. The clay is dried for 5 days to make sure there is no moisture inside before 
firing. 

Pagpagba refers to the firing of dried clay which is placed on the ground or a pit cov-
ered with dagami (dried rice hay), ramay (dried banana leaves), tuod (bamboo trunks) 
and dried wood. The process takes two to three hours.



ACTIVITY: Check your understanding 5
Choose the letter of the best answer. Write your answers in your Visual Arts Journal.
1. What is the main material used in making pottery?
 a. gaman b. clay c. water d. balarao
2. Which kind of pottery includes products that are unglazed and porous? 
 a. porcelain b. stoneware c. earthenware  d. clay 
3. Which is vitreous and translucent?  
 a. porcelain b. stoneware c. earthenware  d. clay  
4. What is the most common kind of pottery found in the Philippines?  
 a. porcelain b. stoneware c. earthenware  d. clay  
5. What makes pottery hard but still porous?  
 a. Bone drying b. bisque firing c. glazing d. using plastic
6. How do you “vitrify” pottery?  
 a. Bone dry b. bisque c. glaze d. plastic
7. When is the clay malleable, allowing you to make forms for your pottery?  
 a. Bone dry stage b. bisque stage c. glazing stage d. plastic stage
8. What is an example of pottery from Ilocos?  
 a. palayok b. burnay c. tapayan  d. kulon
9. What is an example of pottery from Antique?  
 a. palayok b. burnay c. tapayan  d. kulon
10. What do you call a potter from Antique who uses wooden paddles to manually mold  
      clay? 
 a. paghurma b. paglinas c. manugdihon d. pagpagba

DAY 3 and DAY 4

PROJECT: Paper Clay Bowl
Make your own “clay” and bowl.

Materials:
shredded paper or newspaper cut 
into pieces
large/wide opening bowl or a dome-
like frying pan
hot water
cornstarch (gewgaw) – 3 table spoon 
to 3 cups of water
salt
a hand blender or mixer
plastic cling wrap

Instructions:

1. Make your homemade paste. Dissolve 3 
tablespoons of cornstarch (gewgaw) in water. 
Make sure that the powder is spread evenly 
in the water to avoid or lessen ball formations, 
then stir. Place 3 cups of water in a pot. Ask the help of an adult to boil the water in the 
pot. Add the diluted cornstarch as the water boils. Let it boil until a jelly-like consistency 
is achieved. Let it cool down before mixing the paper pulp.



2. Shred or tear the paper into small pieces or strips. Then place the shredded paper 
in a container.
3. Mix the water and shredded paper. Fill the container with water. Make sure  the pa-
per is completely soaked and is under water. Leave overnight to soften the paper and 
make it ready for blending. 
4. Mash the soaked paper, or use a blender or similar tool, to break down the paper 
into pulp. Squeeze the pulp to remove excess water.
 

5. Add the cornstarch (gawgaw) paste.
6. Mash your paper pulp mixture. (This mixture is the natural binder for the pulp, but 
you can also use glue for this step.)
7. Store your paper clay in an air-tight container. If placed inside the refrigerator, it can 
last for 2-3 weeks.
 

8. Prepare a bowl with a wide opening or a rounded frying pan as your mold by cover-
ing it with plastic cling wrap or apply paper mache dipped in water to act as a separat-
ing layer so you can take out the paper pulp once it has dried. 



 
9. Place the paper clay inside the bowl.
 
10. Press the paper clay into a layer that covers the whole inside surface of the bowl 
and let it dry. You can place the paper bowl under the sun or heat the paper for faster 
drying. 
  
11. When dry, take out the paper clay from the bowl mold. Paint it with orange or brown 
paint to make the paper clay look like an earthenware pot. 

REFLECTION:
Write down your thoughts about the project in your Visual Arts Journal.

WEEK 5 
DAY 1 – ACTIVITY: Identify the Images
DAY 2 – READING: Wood Works; ACTIVITY: Check your Understanding
DAY 3 and DAY 4 – PROJECT: Boat model Sculpture
DAY 5 – REFLECTION: Write about the week’s lessons in your VISUAL ARTS  
          JOURNAL
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DAY 1

ACTIVITY 6: Identify the images

DAY 2

READING: Wood Works (part 1)
The crafting of wood is one of the most notable of our traditional arts.. Many indige-
nous wood artifacts are dated before the arrival of the Spaniards. Our ancestors used 
a variety of wood to make  blade handles, musical instruments, furniture and house-
hold tools, and many other objects, even representations of ancestral beings, such as 
the sacred bulul figures. The oldest existing evidence of indigenous woodwork in the 
Philippines are remnants of a wooden boat called the balangay dated to 320 CE. 

Because of the abundance of wood in the country,  we have mastered the crafting 
of the material. If you travel to different parts of the country, from north to south,you 
will find various kinds of wood carvings or sculptures, as well as different woodcraf-
tingtechniques. we will look at some of the artifacts made through traditional wood-
work processes.
 



Wood Carving
Wood carving is a Filipino tradition that dates back to pre-colonial times. 

Our ancestors carved vessels, farming tools, weapons, and other objects used in day-
to-day activities as well as rituals. The tools used for wood include chisels of varying 
shapes, ranging from flat to concave curves, to V-shaped metal tips. 

Wood carving is locally known as pag-ukit. To carve wood, the carver hammers the 
chisel on its handle with a mallet to slowly chip off parts of a piece of wood to reveal 
a design..

Woodcarvers of Paete
Declared as the “Carving Capital of the Philippines” on March 15, 2005, the small town 
of Paete is famous for finely made woodcraft, ranging from statues, sculptures, furni-
ture and very much anything made of wood. The town’s name, Paete, comes from the 
word paet or chisel. It is located at the northeastern part of Laguna province, where 
most of the woodcarvers are third generation craftspeople, who are handing down 
their carving skills to the next. Paete is one of the major producers of woodcarvings in 
the country. 
 
Ifugao Wood Carvers 
The Ifugaos of Northern Luzon are well-known for their mastery of wood carving. Wood 
carving is a fundamental element in their philosophy and lifestyle. A popular example 
of Ifugao wood carving is the bul-ul, known as the guardians of their rice granaries. 
These are male and female deities also believed to ensure a bountiful harvest. 

Ifugaos carve wood with a sharp bolo 1 to 1 ½ feet long, and a customized thin gouge-
knife 2 to 6 inches long for the small details. They polish the carved bulul using aplah 
leaves. Ash is then applied to darken the surface of the wood. As it ages, the carving 
gains a glossy finish.

A sculptor from 
Paete, Laguna 
carves a wood 
relief artwork.  



Another well-known example of Ifugao woodcraft is the Hagabi. This is a large cere-
monial bench symmetrically carved from a single narra tree trunk. Adorned with styl-
ized animal heads at the ends, the hagabi is carved for the kadangyan or wealthy 
Ifugao families. The hagabi serves as a symbol of their wealth, power and prestige, 
and an indication that a “hagabi feast” has taken place--care of the kadangyan. The 
bench is carved during the feast, where the nawotwot (lower class Ifugao working 
for the kadangyan) searches for the perfect tree, cuts it down, and prepares it for the 
carving of the bench as part of the celebration. After the celebration, the hagabi is set 
below the house of the kadangyan for the community to see.  

Tagbanwa Wood Carvers
The Tagbanwas of Palawan create wood carvings that are considered uniquely ex-
citing examples of indigenous woodwork in the country. Their woodcrafts are used 
for rituals, ornamentation, or as a medium to express one’s self. They carve various 
animal forms, such as the mammanuk (rooster), kiruman (turtle), kararaga (a native 
bird), dugyan (a small ground animal), lizards, and wild pigs. Ritual bowls are carved 
to resemble animals and are later filled with rice, betel nut, and other offerings to de-
ities and spirits of relatives in the pagdiwata rituals. These bowls, when not used for 
rituals, serve as children’s playthings. 
 
The Tagbanwa uses the alimutyugani tree as wood carving material. The bark and 
branches of the tree are cut, turned into blocks, then carved into the desired form. This 
is then smoothened using a leaf called agupi or isis. 

Once the form is established, the carver rubs the surface with leaves of the cassava 
plant until it turns green. Salung or resin is then burned on the ground and  the wood-
carving is exposed to the smoke until it blackens due to the soot. The carver repeats 
the process until  a permanent darkening of the surface is achieved. This prepares the 
wood carving for the final design stage. With the use of a small knife called the pisaw, 

the carver cuts various details and 
patterns which comes out as white 
incisions on the blackened wood. 
These wooden artifacts are con-
sidered highly stylized and reflect 
advanced artistry..



Maranao Wood Carvers
The Maranao observe certain traditions in 
their various art practices.

Maranaos who aspire to be carvers of wood, 
horn, and ivory -- like those who want to cre-
ate brass artifacts --  perform a ritual in honor 
of the mythical patron of art, Tominaman sa 
Rogong. The ritual involves the sprinkling of 
blood from a chicken on the hands and tools 
of the carver. 

Representations of the figure are also considered taboo; they can only be allowed to 
represent natural forms if they are “de-natured.” Because of this, Maranao wood carv-
ers express their creativity by using the okkil motifs, which are geometric or dynamic 
motifs based on the shapes of flora, sea corals and natural objects. Elaborate okkil 
motifs can be found in the panolong or the prow of a boat that decorates the torogan, 
a Sultan’s house. The okkil is also created to decorate musical instruments as well as 
items for daily use. Other than the okkil, one of the more popular Maranao wood carv-
ing designs is the sarimanok, a decorative depiction of a bird or rooster.

 ACTIVITY: Check your understanding 6
Choose the letter of the best answer. Write your answers in your Visual Arts Journal.
1. What is the tool used for wood carving?
 a. cheese b. chicken c. chisel d. chime
2. Where can you find the “Carving Capital of the Philippines,” which is famous for 
finely made woodcraft, ranging from statues, sculptures, furniture and pretty much 
anything made of wood? 
 a. Pansol b. Paete c. Pakil d. Palawan 
3. What Ifugao wood carving is a symbol of wealth, power and prestige?  
 a. bul-ul b. aplah c. kadangyan  d. hagabi  
4. What is the wood used by the Tagbanua woodcarvers?  
 a. Alimutyunagi tree b. Narra c. Molave  d. Yakal
5. What is the term for the resin used in blackening the wood carvings of the Tagbanua?  
 a. Bone dry b. salung c. glaze d. plastic
6. What tool do the Tagbanua woodcarvers use for cutting designs on the blackened  
    wood carving?  
 a. pisaw b. paet c. plato d. plastic
7. What is a motif used by the Maranao woodcarvers?  
 a. panolong b. torogan c. sarimanok d. okkil
8. What do you call the prow of a boat that is used to decorate the Torogan?  
 a. panolong b. torogan c. sarimanok d. okkil  
9. What do you call the Maranao wood carving design which is a stylized representation  
    of a bird or rooster?  
 a. panolong b. torogan c. sarimanok d. okkil 
10. What Ifugao wood carving guards their rice granaries?   
 a. bul-ul b. aplah c. kadangyan  d. hagabi  



READING: Wood Works (part 2)
Folk architecture

The construction of houses is another tradition that makes use of wood.  The country 
has a rich variety of architecture from different ethnic groups, where structures can be 
made of bamboo, wood, rattan, and grass, and combined with other materials such 
as rock or coral.

One of the well-known forms is the hut or bahay kubo, also known as payag or ka-
malig.  It is made of indigenous materials and is also considered a stilt house. There 
are also houses that combine indigenous and Hispanic designs, such as the bahay 
na bato (house of stone). In Vigan, many bahay na bato buildings have been declared 
as World Heritage Sites.

 Another example of indigenous 
architecture is the Ifugao one-
room house called fale. Made from 
amugawan trees, it has posts that 
are covered and locked under the 
ground with stones. Four posts 
support two wooden girders at the 
height of the head, three wooden 
transverse joists, floor joists, floor 
silts, vertical studs and horizontal 
beams. The floor boards are fitted 
between the joists. 

The walls of the house slant outward and rise up to the waist, forming the lower half of 
the wall. The inner side of the roof becomes the upper half of the wall.

Inside is a dark, windowless room resembling a womb which serves as the living quar-
ter where the steeply pitched pyramidal roof system rests, covered by thick layers of 
cogon that insulates the house from the heat of the sun.

The fale has three levels: the ground level, where wooden discs called oliang are 
placed on the posts to prevent rats from entering the house; the living quarters (the 
second level), which can be reached using a a removable ladder; and the granary (the 
third level) where the inhabitants store the harvested rice. 

The Ifugao house is constructed using indigenous materials and can be dismantled, 
moved and reassembled to a new location in a day. This process of moving the house 
is made possible through the tianga, a cooperative effort of people in the community. 
.  



Torogan
WThe torogan is the traditional house of Maranao royalty. A sultan or datu of Lanao 
province in Mindanao would live in this type of dwelling, together with his wives, chil-
dren and servants. It is a status symbol, a mark of high social standing. But more than 
just housing leaders of the community, it is also a place where community events are 
held. 

Torogans are stilt houses that use the tukod, strong trunks of trees that set  on large 
rocks that are half-buried on the ground. Thesecolumns support the second and third 
floors and act as shock absorbers in times of earthquakes or typhoons. 

The space on the ground floor below the main hall is called dorung.The second floor, 
or the main hall, is called lantay and is made of wooden slabs called the barimbingan, 
which are fastened to the dolog or wooden floor joists. Materials like gisuk is used for 
the dingending or wall supported by the vertical framing called tartek.

The poro serves as the main room on the elevated level. It is a wide space that can be 
divided using fabrics and wooden boxes. It looks like a huge hall because there are 
no partitions. 

The torogan has no ceiling. Instead, the Maranao use meshed cloths. The roof is usu-
ally covered with dried coconut leaves, but traditionally made torogan houses use the 
“atup” or cogon for the roof. Perched atop the roof or sometimes tucked at the back is 
the princess chamber called lamin. 

The torogan is ornamented with intricately carved designs of the okir on the door  or 
paitaw and sliding windows or rowasan. Even the towak or staircase, its support, and 
the panolong end-beams have the naga or niyaga or serpent design, which is the 
distinctive feature of the torogan’s façade. On the sides of the house are the intricate 
pako okir or fern patterns. Each torogan has a sarimanok inside. 



Boat making
Making boats and boat houses are maritime traditions in the Philippines. The struc-
tures are crafted from wood that elders of a community, along with its craftsmen, select 
based on experience and tradition. Boats are essential in an archipelagic country like 
the Philippines  where people need to travel by sea to reach other islands. 

It is believed that boats were used in the country for thousands of years. It is widely 
known that the early Filipinos are seafaring people and are known to use a boat known 
as the balangay. It is sometimes spelled as the balanghai or barangay. The word 
barangay is now used to denote the smallest community or government unit.. These 
boats were unearthed in different parts of the Philippines and are believed to have 
been used as trading vessels up until the arrival of the colonizers. 

 National Museum sketch of a balangay by Roy 
 
The Butuan boats are the oldest known balangay. It is the one of the first evidences 
that the art of making boats existed in the country. It has been carbon-dated to 320 
CE. These boats are established as the remains of a massive balangay. Around nine 
of these boats were unearthed from different sites in Butuan, Agusan del Norte.

The Butuan boat is a type of plank-built boat. It is edge-pegged, a style of boat-build-
ing known to have been used in Scandinavian countries during the 3rd century. The 
planks were made from hard wood that can hold out on long voyages, and each boat 
can accommodate 25 passengers. In Sibutu Island and some parts of Southern Phil-
ippines, boat makers still use the same process in building boats.

 
The lepa boat, also known as lipa or lepa-
lepa, (or pidlas among the land-dwelling 
Sama people). For the Sama D’Laut or 
the Badjau, the lepa functions both as 
house and boat. The Badjau travels and 
lives in the seas off Sitangkal, Tawi-tawi 
and Bongao. The lepa is used in voyag-
es, as well as for fishing or tradeA mobile 
people, the Badjao travel as afar as Sa-
bah, Indonesia, Vietnam and Sulawesi. 



The lepa are boats with an average size of 5 to 6 feet in width and 30 to 50 feet in length; 
its framework has an average size of five 5 or 1.5 meters in height. A large lepa is also 
called kumpit, often used as trade ships averaging 50 to 120 feet long (15 to 37 me-
ters).

 The lepa is a traditional boat that boasts of an ancient type of design. It is one of the 
most elegant boats. This houseboat is made of wood from the yakal tree, traditionally 
adorned with elaborate flowery designs known as okil, which are carved directly on the 
boat. Its deck provides rooms or lodges covered by a woven cover or roof that may be 
detached. Its projecting hull and prow boasts of an enormous, intricately-carved jun-
gal or jungar, or bowsprit. The lepa’s uniquely designed lamak or sail is installed on a 
mast that is mounted into the keel through the front decking.  The lamak may also be 
removed as needed. The dayung or paddles can also be used to move the boat for-
ward. Food and water is stored near the stern, where meals are also made. Household 
items like cookware, ladles made from coconut shells, jugs and fishing equipment are 
also found in the lepa. 

ACTIVITY: Check your understanding 7
Choose the letter of the best answer. Write your answers in your Visual Arts Journal.
1.What do we call the Ifugao house?
 a. kubo b. fale c. torogan d. kamalig 
2. What do we call the Maranao house?
 a. kubo b. fale c. torogan d. kamalig 
3. What wood is used as posts for the Ifugao house?  
 a. gisuk b. amugawan c. tartek  d. hagabi  
4. What is the structure that have connected indigenous and Hispanic motif?  
 a. bahay na bato b. fale c. torogan d. kamalig 
5. What do we call the Ifugao cooperative effort of the people to dismantle and transfer  
    an Ifugao house?  
 a. gisuk b. amugawan c. tianga d. tartek
6. What do we call the posts using hard tree trunks of huge girths that elevate the  
    Torogan?  
 a. gisuk b. lantay c. tukod d. tartek
7. What do we call large trading ships found throughout the Philippines and were       
    used even until the colonial era?  
 a. balaraw b. balay c. bahay d. balangay
8. What do we call a houseboat of the Sama D’Laut?  
 a. Lepa-lepa b. torogan c. balangay d. okkil  
9. What do we call the projecting hull and prow often features a large beautifully-     
    carved bowsprit?  
 a. dayung b. jungal c. kumpit d. lamak   
10. What do we call a large lepa  often used as a trade ships?  
 a. dayung b. jungal c. kumpit d. lamak  



DAY 3 and DAY 4

PROJECT: Boat Model Sculpture
The Philippines has seven thousand six hundred forty-one islands. Since most communities were 
near bodies of water, early Filipinos believed that the souls of the departed travel by boat to the 
afterlife. Proof of this belief is the Manunggul jar, a burial vessel found in the mountain caves of Pal-
awan. Sculpted on the lid of this jar is a boat carrying an image of a departed ferried by a deity. Let 
us recreate the image of the boat and its passengers using available materials.

 Materials:
plastic water bottle (1 liter)
old newspaper or used paper
gawgaw or cornstarch
basin
microwaveable container
paintbrush

Instructions:
1. Prepare a new set of cornstarch paste. 

2. Make a plastic boat. Cut the base and top part 
of the water bottle and set these aside. Cut the 
remaining part in half to create two half-cylinders 
that will be the body of the boat. Cut the top part of 
the bottle in two, to make use of the curving neck 
of the bottle as the ends of the boat. Connect 
these two parts to one of the half cylinders that 
will form the body of the boat. Cut extra portions of 
the bottles at the ends to create the bow and stern 
or the front and tail of the boat. You can use hot 
glue to connect the parts or make slits and hooks 
to keep them together. You can construct a stand 
for the boat the base of th plastic bottle so it can 
stand without swaying or rocking.

3. Tear the old newspapers into small square 
pieces. Once the paste has cooled down, use 
the brush to apply the paste on the plastic boat 
then place a piece of paper on top of it. Brush 
and paste paper until you have covered the 
whole boat. You can repeat this process to add 
more layers and make the paper mache thicker 
and sturdier. Leave your paper mache boat in an 
open space or in a warm place to dry.
 
You now have a small boat for the Manunggul Jar 
replica that you will make later this quarter.



DAY 5

REFLECTION:
Write about the week’s lesson in your VISUAL ARTS JOURNAL .

Guide questions:
What can you say about your output?
What do you think about the belief that souls travel on a boat to get to the afterlife?

WEEK 6 
DAY 1 – ACTIVITY: Tattoo Designs
DAYS 2  and 3 – READING: Tattoo Tradition; ACTIVITY: Check your Under-
standing
DAY 4 – PROJECT: Pen and Ink Design Pattern
DAY 5 – REFLECTION: Write about the week’s lessons in your VISUAL ARTS  
          JOURNAL

Back



DAY 1

ACTIVITY: Tattoo Designs
Draw line motifs that can be used as tattoo designs on the figures below.

Front



DAY 2 and DAY 3

READING: Tattoo Tradition

Figure 1The Boxer Codex displays the 
beautiful and intricate tattoo art of Pinta-
dos.

How was your design? What motifs were 
you able to think of? In pre-colonial times, 
the art of tattooing was prevalent across 
the islands. The Spaniards called the 
Visayan fighters pintados because their 
skin was covered in tattoos to frighten 
their enemies. Spanish chroniclers not-
ed that the tattoos covered the pintados’ 
bodies from head to foot.  The tattoos are 
symbols of courage and nobility. In early 
traditions, the more people you killed, the 
more batok or tattoos are given to you.

The number of tattoos a warrior had on 
his body shows the number of battles 
he has fought. The fiercest and bravest 
warriors get facial tattoos. Different tribes 
have their different reasons for ritual tat-
tooing. In some groups like the Waray 
tribe, tattoos were part of trites of pas-
sage. Men get tattoos to mark their tran-
sition into manhood. otherwise they were 
ridiculed for not having them.
 
Batok or batuk is the traditional tattoo tradition practiced by our ancestors. The mam-
babatok or tattooist does not only create beautiful designs, but preserves the story 
of their heritage in the symbols that they have mastered to make. Traditional tattoos 
signify tribal identity, roles in society, marital status, and beauty. 

Have you heard of Apo Whang-Od? She is the "last" and oldest traditional mambaba-
tok of the indigenous people of Butbut in Buscalan, Kalinga province. She is passing 
on her skills as a mambabatok to her niece so that this traditional art will continue to 
be practiced in their community. She has been tattooing men and women of her com-
munity since she was 15 years old. She uses thorns from a pomelo tree for piercing, a 
bamboo hammer for tapping, and moistened soot for ink. Another method of producing 
a tattoo is by rubbing charcoal powder on wounds cut on the skin.

Various ethnic groups in the country practice the tattoo tradition to preserve their lega-
cy and paint their achievements. It is also believed that tattoos give supernatural abil-
ities, such as protection from evil beings, communication with ancestors and access 
to the afterlife.



Men’s tattoo reflects their accomplishments, especially in headhunting. Certain tattoo 
designs of the Isneg people symbolize the ultimate form of courage by documenting 
a man’s accomplishments in battle. For the Ilokanos, Kalinga, or Isnegs, having tattoo 
is like having clothing. Without it their body seems bare and the person feels naked. 
Tattoos were passed on to family members, telling the story of the bravery of their 
forefathers who fought in tribal wars and earning the batok as a symbol of honor and 
prestige for their family. 

 
For the highland people, gaining a first tattoo indicates a first kill and will mark a man’s 
achievements that starts with  being a headhunter to becoming a formidable warrior. 
On his second kill, he will be given a tattoo on his hands. He will earn more tattoos as 
he gains more kills. The title of mai’ngor, which means a warrior of the highest level, is 
awarded to him when he acquires a tattoo on his cheeks.

For the people of Kalinga, having tattoos is believed to grant special abilities that pro-
tect the wearer during conflict. After killing an enemy in battle, a Kalinga man is award-
ed with a tattoo to show the number of heads he slashed, his bravery and triumph. His 
achievements give him lifelong respect from the people in his village.
 
In some regions, tattoos on women mark their coming of age, showing a woman’s 
strength, as the pain associated with tattooing is likened to the pain of childbirth. A 
tattoo enhances a woman’s beauty. It is very attractive to the men and is believed to 
boost fertility. Tattoos also convey a person’s membership in a clan of warriors, as 
family members receive tattoos similar to those of a warrior after a feat of bravery. If 
the warrior has no more space in his body to accept the tattoo, then the women and 
children of his family will be given the honor of having them. 

Bontoc Igorot man with chaklag (chest tattoo), ca. 
1900-1920

“A young Kalinga woman, tat-
tooed and bedecked with her 
most beautiful jewelry.” Muse-
um für Völkerkunde, Vienna



Tattoo designs 
During the pre-colonial age, tattooing was a common tradition that not only celebrates the life one 
has lived as a warrior but also symbolizes a person’s relationship and connection with animism.

In the tattoos of the Visayan Pintados, line patterns and motifs used by the mambabatuk  are 
based on the designs of scales of reptiles as well as other elements in nature--things that people 
see and revere in everyday life.

The following are some of the tattoo designs used by Filipinos:

The Chaklag tattoo design goes upward from each nipple, curving outward to the shoulder and 
part of the upper arms. It represents the number of heads taken during inter-tribal battles.

The Burik is used in Mountain Province and is closely translated as “spotted”, “speckled,” “dap-
pled,” and “spotted.” It has an Austronesian origin. 

A gayaman or centipede tattoo  shows that the wearer is protected by spirits. This design was 
seen on headhunters who would rely on the spirits to watch over them during battle.

The ginawang or hawk, which represents the bridge between this world and  heaven, is typically 
found on the chests and shoulders of Ifugao men.

The filig or  mountain represents perseverance and stoicism, qualities needed whentravelling 
through dangerous mountain paths. This design is usually tattooed evenly across the arms. 

The padok, or river, symbolizes the source of all life.

The Karayan or tiniku motif is a symbol for water, the origin of life.

The langkid or fern design signifies harvesting from the land. The hooked image is a specific 
Igorot design. 

The following are examples of the laga or woven designs: 

Labid, an inch-wide vertical design that resembles a snake or crocodiles’s scale pattern zigzag-
ging from one’s legs to their waist. 

Bangut,  an exclusive tattoo design for the face of warriors, resembling the gaping jaw of a croc-
odile, or sometimes the face of an eagle. 

There are tattoos that are exclusively applied on particular parts of the body like the
ablay for the shoulder, dubdub for the chest, and daya-daya for the arms.

There you have it. These are just some of the many traditional tattoo designs practiced all around 
the country. Knowing that this tradition was practiced by our ancestors even before foreign in-
fluences gives us pride in our heritage. There might be a batok tradition in your community or 
region. Make your own designs based on the environment in your Visual Arts Journal.



The various tattoo designs dreated by the mambabatuk.



ACTIVITY: Check your understanding 8 
Choose the letter of the best answer. Write your answers in your Visual Arts Journal.
1. What do we call our tattoo tradition?
 a. pagsusuntok b. pagbabatuk c. paglalatok d. pagiimpok
2. What do we call the tattooist who creates the design?
 a. manununtok b. manlalatok c. mambabatok d. mangiimpok
3. What did the Spaniards call people who have full-body tattoos?
 a. Pantalones b. Pinata c. Pintados d. Pintasado
4. Who is the "last" and oldest traditional Kalinga mambabatok?
 a. rhythm b. proportion c. Lang Dulay d. Apo Whang-Od
5. What do you call a warrior of the highest caliber; one who has tattoos on his cheeks?
 a. rhythm b. proportion c. mai’ngor d. dominance
6. What tattoo design represents mountains and symbolizes perseverance and sto-
icism?
 a. chaklag b. filig c. gayaman d. labid
7. What tattoo design shows a centipede and means that the wearer is protected by spirits?
 a. chaklag b. filig c. gayaman d. labid
8. What design is tattooed upward from each nipple, curving outward onto the shoulder  
    and part of the upper arms, and symbolizes the number trophy heads taken during  
    inter-tribal raids and battles?
 a. chaklag b. filig c. gayaman d. bangut
9. What tattoo design is used on the face of warriors and resembles the gaping jaw of  
    a crocodile or sometimes the face of an eagle?
 a. chaklag b. filig c. gayaman d. bangut
10. What tattoo design represents a fern that symbolizes harvests of the Igorot?
 a. laga b. langkid c. labid d. burik

DAY 4

PROJECT: Pen and Ink Design Pattern
Using a disposable tech pen or permanent marker, create a tattoo design on a face 
shield. 
Use a variety of lines and patterns that show motifs found in nature.



DAY 5

REFLECTION:
Write your thoughts on the designs you made for Tattoo Designs (Activity) and Pen 
and Ink Design Pattern (Project) in your VISUAL ARTS JOURNAL.

WEEK 7 
DAY 1 to DAY 4 – PROJECT: Creating an Artifact Using Alternative Materials 
(Gathering materials and preparing your work space)
DAY 5 – REFLECTION: Write about the week’s activity in your VISUAL ARTS  
          JOURNAL

DAY 1 

PROJECT: CREATING AN ARTIFACT USING AL-
TERNATIVE MATERIALS 
Use DAY 1 to gather all your materials for this project and to prepare your work 
space.

You will make a replica of the Manunggul Jar using some of the projects you made in 
the past few weeks. 

Materials:
basket output from week 2
bowl output from week 4
boat output from week 5
GI Wire
paper clay
cornstarch paste
paper cut into small squares
paints and painting materials
clear spray paint



DAY 2 to DAY 4

Make your replica of a Manunggul Jar.

INSTRUCTIONS:

A. The Figures and the Boat
Make two figures:
1. Cut a piece of wire and fold it in the middle. This will be the head, body and legs of 
the figure you are making.
2. Make sure the wire fits on your paper mache boat.
3. Get another piece of wire and loop it around the first wire near the top to make a 
cross. This will serve as the arms of your figure.
4. Create another wire cross to make the second stick figure.
5. Bend the “arms” and “legs” to make them look like they are sitting.
6. In one figure, bend the arms  so that they form a V over the chest.
7. Cut a piece of wire for the paddle of the boat and connect this to the hands of the 
second figure
8. Once the figures are ready, cover them with paper clay.
9. Pinch and mold the paper clay to give body to the wire figures.
10. Let them dry and cover with paper mache for a solid finish.
11. Mix complementary colors to achieve a neutral color. Paint the figures with the 
neutral color you have mixed.
12. Attach the figures to the boat. The boatman is at the back, while the passenger is 
at the front.

B. The Lid
Combine the boat output with the bowl output from week 4. 
1. Place the boat with the base construction on top of the upside-down bowl. 
2. Stick them together with paper mache using the cornstarch paste. 
3. You now have the top lid of the Manunggul jar.



C.The Vessel
1. Cover the woven tapayan output from week 2 with paper mache using the cornstarch  
    paste and paper. 
2. Add a few more layers to make the structure sturdy and let it dry.
3. This will the body or belly of the Manunggul jar.

D.The Finishing
1. Paint the paper mache with brown and orange colors to simulate the colors of     
    earthenware pottery. 
2. Dry brush and paint washes of darker colors to make the artifact look old. 
3. After painting, spray all the surfaces with clear spray paint for a final finishing coat.
4. After the paint dries, place the lid on top of the vessel and you will now have a   
    replica of the Manunggul jar.

DAY 5

REFLECTION:  
Reflect on your experience during this quarter and write your thoughts in your Visual 
Arts Journal.

How did your project go along?
What were the easy and the hard parts of the construction that you encountered?



Answer keys: 
ACTIVITY 1
1.c 2.a 3.b 4.c 5.d 6.b 7.c 8.d 9.d 10.c

Answer key Activity 2

Lingling-o
Butuan boat
Gold Deathmask
Kalinga tattoo
Maitum Jar

Banton Cloth
Binakul Weaving
Panolong
Bulul
Torogan

ACTIVITY 3
1. Pinilian
2. Binakul
3. Wanno
4. Bontoc
5. Pis Syabit
6. Pina
7. Hablon
8. T’nalak
9. Kalinga
10. Malong Landau

ACTIVITY 5
Identify the different earthenwares.
1. Manunggul Jar
2. Maitum Jar
3. Palayok
4. Tapayan/Burnay

ACTIVITY 6
Identify the images
1. Bulul
2. Torogan
3. Tagbanwa 
4. Sarimanok
5. Ifugao house/Fale
6. Lepa-lepa
7. Hagabi

Check your understanding 1: 1 d 2 c 3 b 4 
d 5 a 6 c 7 b 8 a 9 c 10 d
Check your understanding 2: 1 c 2 d 3 b 4 
c 5 a
Check your understanding 3: 1 c 2 b 3 d 4 
d 5 d 6 b 7 d 8 a 9 b 10 a
Check your understanding 4: 1 c 2 b 3 b 4 
a 5 d 6 b 7 c 8 a 9 a or c 10 b
Check your understanding 5: 1 b 2 c 3 a 4 
c 5 b 6 c 7 d 8 b 9 d 10 c
Check your understanding 6: 1 c 2 b 3 d 4 
a 5 b 6 a 7 d  8 a 9 c 10 a
Check your understanding 7: 1. b 2. c 3. b 
4. a 5. c 6. c 7. d 8. a 9. b 10. c
Check your understanding 8: 1. b, 2. c, 3. 
c, 4 d 5. c, 6. b, 7. c, 8. a, 9. d, 10. b






